SIDEWALK COVER PLATE:
FURNISH 1/4 IN. THICK, SLIP RESISTANT GALVANIZED SIDEWALK COVER PLATE FABRICATED FROM STRUCTURAL STEEL MEETING ASTM A709, GRADE 36 OR 50, AFTER SHOP FABRICATION, HOT-DIP GALVANIZE SLIP RESISTANT COVER PLATES PER MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS, EXCEPT AS NOTED HEREIN. SIDEWALK COVER PLATES SHALL BE ANTI-SLIP STEEL SURFACE CONSISTING OF A RANDOM HATCH MATRIX OR OTHER SUITABLE PATTERN. CHECKER PLATE OR DIAMOND PLATE IS NOT ALLOWED NOR ARE SURFACE APPLIED SLIP RESISTANT TAPES, FILMS, NON-METALLIC COATINGS, AND OTHER SIMILAR MATERIALS. BEVEL ALL PLATE EDGES AS SHOWN ON THE PLANS. TRANSVERSE EDGES MUST BE IN CONTACT WITH SIDEWALK SURFACES AFTER INSTALLATION.

PROVIDE 3/8 IN. DIA. X 2 1/2 IN. LONG, FLAT HEAD SLEEVE ANCHORS, STAINLESS STEEL MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM F593, GROUP I, ALLOY 304. COUNTERSINK FLAT HEAD SLEEVE ANCHORS IN SLIP-RESISTANT SIDEWALK COVER PLATE. SHOP DRILL HOLES IN SIDEWALK COVER PLATE AS PER SLEEVE ANCHOR MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS. INSTALL SLEEVE ANCHORS Flush WITH, OR SLIGHTLY RECESSED BELOW TOP SURFACE OF EXPANSION JOINT COVER PLATE.

SEAL THE SURFACE OF THE SIDEWALK WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE COVER PLATE WITH AN EPOXY-URETHANE SEALER. ADDITIONALLY SEAL THE UNDERSIDE OF THE SIDEWALK COVER PLATE WITH THE SAME SEALER PRIOR TO INSTALLATION. SURFACE PREPARATION OF THE SIDEWALK COVER PLATE IS WAIVED. AFTER INSERTION OF THE ANCHOR AND PRIOR TO TIGHTENING, PLACE CAULKING UNDER THE HEAD OF THE SCREW IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY SO AS TO COMPLETELY SEAL THE ANCHOR FROM MOISTURE INTRUSION. REMOVE EXCESS MATERIAL WITHOUT DAMAGE TO THE SURFACE COATING OF THE SIDEWALK COVER PLATE PRIOR TO ITS DRYING. THE CAULK IS TO BE POLYURETHANE OR POLYMERIC MATERIAL.
GENERAL NOTES:
CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC WITH G GHI.
THE CONTRACTOR WILL PLACE ADEQUATE WARNING SIGNS AND DRUMS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE MUTCD AND INDOOT STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.
THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR REPLACING AND MAINTAINING TRAFFIC CONTROL
DEVICES FOR THE DURATION OF THE PROJECT.
THE CONTRACTOR IS TO BE AWARE OF THE AERIAL CROSSINGS OR UNDERGROUND
UTILITIES IN THE VICINITY THAT MAY INTERFERE WITH THE CONSTRUCTION PHASING AND
MODIFY ACCORDINGLY TO NOT DISRUPT THE SERVICE.
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL COVER OR FILL ALL OPEN EXCAVATION AREAS WHEN SITE IS
LEFT UNATTENDED.

PHASING NOTES:
THROUGH THE ENTIRE DURATION OF THIS PROJECT, THE SITE SHALL BE CLOSED TO
ALL TRAFFIC (PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE).

TOP OF EXIST. BANK
(CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY)
EROSION CONTROL NOTES:

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL REFER TO THE INDIANA STORM WATER QUALITY MANUAL AND THE INDOE STANDARDS WHEN PERFORMING EROSION CONTROL. IN CASE OF CONFLICT, THE MORE STRINGENT SHALL APPLY.

2. CALL THE INDIANA UNDERGROUND PLANT PROTECTION SYSTEMS INC. ("IWVEY MAULEY") AT 1-800-380-3544 TO CHECK THE LOCATION OF ANY EXISTING UTILITIES. THEY SHOULD BE NOTIFIED TWO WORKING DAYS BEFORE CONSTRUCTION TAKE PLACE.

3. ESTABLISH (SITE LOCATION FOR OWNER/OPERATOR/CONTRACTOR PLACEDMENT OF APPROVED PLANS AND RULE 5 NO: AND RULE 5 INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION. IF NEEDED), A STOCKPILE AREA SHALL BE ESTABLISHED BY THE CONTRACTOR IN AN APPROPRIATE AREA. THE STOCKPILE AREA SHOULD BE SURROUNDED BY SILT FENCE OR EQUIVALENT AND NOT BE IN A CONCENTRATED FLOW PATH.


5. TEMPORARY SEEDING SHOULD TAKE PLACE AT THIS TIME ON DISTURBED AREAS THAT ARE EXPECTED TO BE INACTIVE FOR MORE THAN SEVEN DAYS AS DESCRIBED IN INDOE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 2013. AFTER CONSTRUCTION TEMPORARY SEEDING SHALL BE PLACED ON ALL DISTURBED AREAS.

6. TEMPORARY SEEDING AND EROSION CONTROL MEASURES SHOULD BE REMOVED AFTER FINAL GRADING IS COMPLETED AND VEGETATION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED UPSTREAM OF THE MEASURE.

NOTE: THE STORM WATER PREVENTION PLAN (SWMP) AND EROSION CONTROL PRACTICES HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO THE SITE CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF DESIGN. IF THE DESIGN OR THE SITE CONDITIONS CHANGES DURING CONSTRUCTION, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL MODIFY THE SWMP AND ASSOCIATED EROSION CONTROL PRACTICES TO MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION CONTROL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS.

FILTER TUBE (OR EQUIVALENT) PLACEMENT AS SHOWN ON THESE PLANS IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. THE CONTRACTOR WILL INSTALL THE FILTER TUBE ABOVE THE WATER LEVEL AT THE TIME OF CONSTRUCTION AND FOR THE INDIANA STORM WATER QUALITY MANUAL, THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE TO MOVE THE LOCATION AS SITE CONDITIONS CHANGE.